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The nonstationary motion of a Bingham fluid, which is a special type of a non- 
Newtonian material, is considered. Usually one deals with the Eulerian velocity and 
the hydrodynamic pressure of the medium under the assumption that its density is 
constant. In this paper we are concerned with the initial-boundary value problem 
for bounded domains and nonconstant densities. This leads to a variational 
inequality coupled with the continuity equation for conservation of the mass, for 
which the existence of appropriately generalized solutions is proved. The problem 
of uniqueness and regularity of the solutions for the general problem remains open. 
Under special circumstances a partial answer can be given. 0 1985 Academic PW. IIIC. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the nonstationary motion of a Bingham fluid (cf. [18]) 
which occupies a bounded domain G c R . N We restrict our attention to the 
case N = 2, although handling the three-dimensional case requires only 
slight technical changes and leads to a further weakening of the notion of a 
solution to the problem. 
We assume that the fluid is incompressible (i.e., the divergence of its 
Eulerian velocity u vanishes) and that it is nonhomogeneous (i.e., its 
density p obeys the continuity equation for mass conservation 
p’ + div(pu) = 0). 
In the following (Sect. 1) we formulate the problem more precisely, 
introduce the notion of a “generalized solution to the problem” (which is 
somewhat related to the classical Hopf-solution for the Navier-Stokes 
equations and to the notion used for homogeneous Bingham fluids, cf. [ 10, 
Chap. 6; 15; 163) and prove an existence theorem. Section 2 provides some 
remarks concerning sufficient conditions for proving uniqueness of the 
problem and regularity of its solutions. 
The main tools we are using are those known for the homogeneous 
Navier-Stokes equations (cf. [ 15, 161, e.g.), nonhomogeneous Navier- 
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Stokes equations Cl, 31 and homogeneous Bingham fluids [ 10) in connec- 
tion with several compactness arguments. 
For convenience, c always denotes a generic constant 20, in general not 
depending on i, j, k, 1, n. Furthermore, we use the summation convention, 
i.e., we add over repeated indices i, j, k, 1 which run from 1 to n and N, 
respectively. The context will make clear which the final index is. Further- 
more, x = (x1 ,..., xN) e G and for u = u(x) “u,” has to be read as au/ax,. For 
a vector function 2.4 =(ul ,..., u,), 24 = u(x) we set 
Dq(U) I= $(Ui,j+ Uj,i), D,,(u) :=&j(u) hjw i, j= l,..., N. 
(D,I(~) is usually called the “second invariant of the flow”.) For a given 
T>O we set S:= [O, T], QT:=SxG. 
r denotes the boundary of G which we suppose to be smooth. For the 
definition of the Sobolev spaces W’.P(G), Wkp(G), F;(G), the spaces of 
continuously differentiable function C(G), C”(G), C(G), Ck(G), the spaces 
of integrable functions LP(G) we refer to [ 111. The spaces of integrable 
and generalized differentiable functions being defined on the interval S and 
taking their values in a normed vector space V (Lp(O, T; V) and 
H’(0, T; V), resp.) are introduced and discussed in [17]. 
If ( V, 1) 1) } is a normed space, then ( V*, 1) )I *} denotes the dual space 
with I/ )I* being the usual dual norm. Product spaces are normed by the 
Euclidean product norm. Besides its meaning as norm in H and L2(G), 
L2(G)” (see below), 1.1 will be used as the norm in R and in RN, respec- 
tively. A product of n-vectors is to be understood as the usual scalar 
product in RN. 
V denotes the gradient, i.e., for u = u(x), XE G it is Vu = (u., ,..., u,,). 
1. THE EXISTENCE THEOREM 
1.1. The Problem 
We are looking for solutions {p, U, p}, u = (ul ,..., UN), 
p = p( t, x), p = p( t, x), x E G, t E S of the following problem: 
~+pu,ui.j-B,,j=pf,-Ki, i, j = l,..., N, 
div u = ui,i = 0, 
u/r = 0, 
u(O, xl = %3(x), ~(0, x) = P&), x E G, 
u = u( t, x), 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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with 6 = (6,) being the deformation tensor defined by 
not defined for Ol,(u) = 0, 
G,(u) := 
D&4 
-P 6, + W,(u) + g (D,,(u)),,2 otherwise 
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(1.6) 
(bU-Kronecker’s delta). In the physical model u represents the Eulerian 
velocity of the medium under consideration, p, its density; pf = p(f, ,..., fN), 
gravity forces; K= K(p, u), additional forces; v, the dynamic viscosity; p, 
the pressure; g= g(p), the “constant” of plasticity; v > 0; and ga 0. The 
case p0 = const., g = 0 leads to the Navier-Stokes equations. If p0 is strictly 
positive, g = 0 we have the case of a nonhomogeneous, viscous, and incom- 
pressible flow. This case has been considered by Antonzev- 
Kazhykhov-Monakhov [ 11, Kazhykhov [2], who obtained for N= 2,3, 
generalized solutions u E L*(S, I’) n B1’*,’ (S, H) (for the definition of these 
spaces see below) and p E P(Q.), and under further regularity 
assumptions for the data (similar for u,, and f to those known to be suf- 
ficient for analogous results for the Navier-Stokes equations) for N= 2: 
UEL~(S, W2~2(G)“)nL”(S, V)nH’(S, V), pal” and for N=3 the 
same locally. If p0 = const (which automatically implies p = p0 = const) 
then these restrictions are exactly the same as for the three-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes case. Ladyshenskaya-Solonnikov [31 proved for N = 2, 
global existence and uniqueness with u E W~~2)(QT)N, q > 2, p E C’(Q,), 
and for N= 3, the same locally (g = 0, p0 strictly positive). Existence and 
uniqueness of classical solutions have been proved by Kazhykhov [4]. 
More complete references can be found in [ 11. 
For the work on nonhomogeneous Burgers equations which are struc- 
turally somewhat related to the Navier-Stokes problem we refer to 
Tani [S], Itaya [6]. 
The case g = 0, v = 0 (and boundary conditions U. n = 0, n-the unit out- 
ward normal on r) has been treated by DaVeiga [7,8]. 
Extensions, in particular those dealing with couplings of non- 
homogeneous Navier-Stokes equations with diffusion-heat conduction 
problems, are considered by Ton [14]. 
1.2. Function Spaces: The Generalized Solution 
Set V := {U = (u, ,..., uN): ui E HA(G) and div u = 0}, H := closure of V 
with respect to the L2(G)“‘-norm. Let V be normed by llull := 
CC$= 1 IUi,jltZ(G) )‘I*, H by (~1 := (xr= 1 IuJ~~~~J”~. We denote by (( , )) and 
( , ) the scalar products in V and H, respectively. The symbol ( , ) is also 
used as dual pairing between V and V* and as the usual scalar product in 
505’60 2-8 
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L’(G). Furthermore, set for p E [ 1, co], a E (0, 11, and a Banach space 
UK I I.> 
Lp(S, W) :=Lp(O, T; W), H’(S, W) :=H’(O, T; W), 
C(S, W) := C(0, T; W), 
llys, W) := (UEP(S, W): IuI~.p(s,w)< co}, 
where 
IU(S+h)-u(s)lPds. 
h” 
We are looking for functions 
ueL2(S, V)nL”(S, fl)f~B’/~.~(S, H), 
P E Lm(QT) n c(s, L2W), ~‘EL~(S, H’(G)*). 
(1.7) 
To obtain the notion of a “weak” solution multiply Eq. (1.1) by 
$ EL~(S, H’(G)) such that @E L’(QT) and I&T) =0 and integrate by 
parts. Then 
Modifying an argument of Duvaut-Lions ([ 10, Chap. 6.21, here we have to 
account for the fact that g(.) is not constant) we set 
Ap,u):=2 jG,/%i&+W for DE V, PELT. 
By a monotonicity argument (cf. [ 10, Chap. 6.21, the p-dependence of g(e) 
does not change anything) one obtains from (1.2) 
(P,$,U-u)+( PUjUj,i, Vi- Ui) + (VD&U), Dij(U - U)) 
+((K-pf,v-u)+j(p,v)-j(p,u)BO, VVE v. (1.9’) 
Multiply (1.1) by u. (u-u), integrate over QT, add the result to (1.9’), 
remember that p’u + pu’ = (pu)‘, and note that 
joT ((Pu)‘, u) ds = CPU, ~)I$- so’ (PU, 0’) ds. 
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Thus 
lo’ (PU, -U’) dS-j’[ PUiUjUi,j dX dS 
0 G 
2 (POUO, u(O)) - S(PO~O~ uo) + 3(P(T) U(T), U(T)) (1.9) 
VueL2(S, V) with v’e(L2(S, Lp(G)N)nL”(S, H))*, Vpe [2, a), u(O), 
Y(T)EH. 
.3. Technical Assumptions and Result 
Let Ki: R x RN -+ R be continuous, 
K,(P, 0) UiZ -c(P)(~ + I’J12)v VUERN, ,oER 
c: R + R-measurable, bounded on bounded subsets c R, 
IKiK,(P, u)l d c(P)(l + Ivld)7 QuEIW~, PER, 
(1.10) 
SE C(R, R), 6 = const E [0, 11; 
pot L”(G), 3ti, a= const s.t. 
O<Abpo(x)61@ for a.e. x E G; 1 
(1.11) 
g: R + R-continuous, 
3g, = const B 0 s.t. g(r) B go, Vr 3 A/2; 
(1.12) 
j-g L2(& w, (1.13) 
UOEff, (1.14) 
v = const > 0. (1.15) 
We have the following 
THEOREM. Let (l.lO)-(1.15) be fulfilled. Then problem (1.7)-(1.9) com- 
pleted by the initial conditions 
~(0, x) = pa(x), a.a. x E G, (1.16) 
has a solution. In particular 
rh,<p(x, t)<A a.a. (x, t) E QT. (1.7’) 
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Proof. We employ a combination of finite-dimensional approximation, 
regularization of the data and iteration. Set for E > 0, u E V, p E L”(G), 
Setting for abbreviation ji(p, u) := (~Yj,/&)(p, V) we obtain for U, u E V, 
P E L”(G), 
MP, u), w) = jG g(p) ~,(u)(~-~)‘~D&u) D&w) dx, VWE v. 
If p E L”(G), s.t. p(x) > h/2 for a.a. x E G, then (jL(p, u), u)) 3 
g,.c(G) Ilull’:l”+e w,, (GjN 2 0, which follows by Korn’s inequality and (1.12). Let 
{ wi} c V be an eigenfunction basis of the Stokes operator, i.e., 
Cwi, u)=ni((wt9 u)), Vu E V, w, I M; in H and in V, 
set V, := span(w,,..., w,>. We proceed in the following way: 
Let u,- r E L2(S, V,- [) n C(S, V,_ l)n B”*~*(S, H) be given, where 
U,-l(0):=UOn-~E V”-,, 
UOn-1 given s.t. uO,,- 1 + u. in H. 
Since we are interested in dealing with “smooth” approximate solutions we 
approximate u,-r be a sequence {u(,- ,,m,} such that for fixed n, 
UC,- 1.m) E C*(Q#n L*(S, V, U(, ~ L,,(O) = UOIH - 1.m) 
with uOcn - I,m) given s.t. uOcn - j,mj -+ uon- 1 
in H, uon E V, given (cf. (1.21)) 
UC,- 1,m) -+ u,- 1 in L2(S, V) n Lm(S, H) n B”2.2(S, H). 
(1.17) 
II U(n - 1.m) - unp II 
1 
1 rqs, V) n L”(S,N) n Iw4S.H) 1 <-. m.n 
Set U,- 1 := u(,,- l,nj. Approximate the initial value of p by a sequence 
{Porn) c c*(G) s.t. IPorn - PO1 L”(G) <;. (1.18) 
We are looking for approximate solutions 
u, E L*(S, V,) n L”(S, H) n B1/2*2(,S, H), 
P,ELYQ,L P:,EL*(S,H'(G)*) 
s.t. fi-k<p.(t,x)<d+i for (x, ~)EQ,, 
(1.19) 
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such that 
and for E>O 
p;+iin-,.Vpn=O, 
P,(O) = Pen, 
Pn E aw 
(1.20) 
(Pn”A> wj) + (Pn”n- 1 ‘vun, wj) + (vDi!f(un)9 Dik(“Q)) 
+ tK- Pf, wj) + (L(Pn, Un)9 wj) = O for j= L..., 4 (1.21) 
u,(O) = uon E V,, where uon -+ u. in H, K= K(p,, un), uon given. 
LEMMA 1. (1.19k( 1.21) has a solution. 
ProoJ By (1.17), (1.18) z&-i and pan are regular. Therefore there is a 
regular q satisfying 
arl (s, t, x) - - = u,- l(V(S, f, x), t), as 
r(t, t,x)=x, 
s, t E s, 
(1.20’) 
x E G. 
By direct computation one sees that p,(t, X) := pon(q(O, t, x)) is a solution 
of (1.20). In particular we have for a.a (x, t) E Qr, 
dgp,(l,x)Q@+L 
n n 
For sufficiently large n it follows that A/2 < p,(t, x) < Ifi. To verify the 
existence of u, we interprete (1.21) as an ordinary differential equation 
(ODE) and apply Caratheodory’s existence theorem to obtain the local 
existence of U, (cf. Coddington-Levinson [9]): 
In view of (1.19), the U, have to be of the form 
u,(t)= 2 h,(t) wj. 
i= 1 
Therefore (1.21) is equivalent to the following system of ODES 
i hih(t) ajj(t) + 2 h,(t) bjj(2) + Cj+ dj=O, 
i=l i= 1 
jjn(O) = t”n(0), wj), j = l,..., n 
(1.21’) 
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with 
bij(t) := (Putt) un- 1 ‘vwi, wj) + (YDdWih Dkl(Wj)), 
cj(t) := (K-p,f, wj), d,(t) := (jL(p,(t), u,(t)), wj) i, j= l,..., n. 
Set A(t) := (a&t)), B(t) := (b,(t)), c= (cl ,..., c,)‘, d= (d, ,..., dn)l, 
h = (Ill,,..., h,,)‘. Because of the positive lower bound for the ~,(t, x) the 
linear independence of the {wj} with respect to V and H, respectively, 
implies that the {m w,] are for each t E S linear independent. This 
shows that the matrix A(t) is invertible. For the pn being continuous with 
respect to t (this is the main purpose for introducing the smooth 
approximatons Us?+) th e map t E S ~det(,4(t)) E R is continuous and 
either always posrtrve or negative. Suppose it is positive. Then there are 
constants PI, pz >O such that O<j?, <det(d(t)) <b2 for all te S and 
therefore 
O<fl;l<det(A(t)-‘)= (det(A(t))))‘<j;‘. 
Taking into account that the elements Z&t) of A(t) := A(t) ~ ’ are certain 
linear combinations of the elements of A(t) which are to be divided by 
det(d(t)), we obtain +E L”(S) and 
h’(t)= -A(t)B(t)h(t)-A(t)c(t)+d(t)=:F(t,h(t)). 
The pn and U,- 1 are smooth, a, E L”(S) (actually we have aii E C(S)). 
Thus, F is measurable with respect o t E S and continuous with respect o 
h. Therefore, Caratheodory’s theorem applies and we obtain the existence 
of a local solution U, of (1.2 1). 
The following estimates make sure that U, is globally defined, i.e., for all 
t E S. Set y := (E + 1)/2. With t E S we obtain by an energy-type argument 
from (1.21), 
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Therefore there are constants c (independent of n) such that 
where c= c(bol, & fi, lflL2cS,H), v) = const, independent of E, go and n, 
respectively. Note, that the last estimate follows from 
(Korn’s inequality). 
LEMMA 2. There is a constant c= c(lu,j, IflL+s,Hj, ril, kf, v) such that 
II&II L.~(S,I’~nL~(S.H) d C? (1.22a) 
II 4 II B’q.s,H) 6 c, (1.22b) 
II(Pn%)‘llL~,s.v*, 6 c, (1.22c) 
IlPiJL~(S,H~,G)*) d c, (1.22d) 
b,(t)l I LY(G) = Ponl LY,G) V’tES, (/E [IL co), (1.22e) 
lPn%lI L=(.s,f.qG),~) 6 c. ( 1.22f) 
Proof. By iteration one derives from the first estimate in (1.22’) 
Iu I n LICS,Hj <c (c as above). This and the second estimate in (1.22’) imply 
(1.22a). To verify (1.22b) we proceed as following (cf. [ 1,2] for a closely 
related argument): 
Fix for a moment t E S, h E (0, T) and set for abbreviation 
u(t) := u,(t), U(f) := z&-,(t), P(f) := p,(t), K := K(p, ii), 
(f, w) := (PI, w) + (F,, w) + (P3, w) + (id, M’) for WEV 
with 
rl * :=u~vp~u+pu~vu, r2 * :=K-pf, 
(P,, w) := Lm, u), w), (P4, w) := (VDik(U), Dik(W)). 
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Note that by integration by parts, 
(PI, W)= 
s 
pUiUi,jWjdX- 
G 5 
PUiU;,jWjdX 
G 
=-- 
s 
piiiujwi,j dx. 
G 
Furthermore, note that P,, P,, P, E V*, F, E H. Finally, set 
Du(t) := u(t + h) - u(t), Dp(t) :=p(t+h)-p(t) for t, t + h E S, 
Du := Du( t), Dp := Dp( t). 
With w E V, we get from (1.20), 
Integrating this identity with respect to x E G and adding the result thus 
obtained to (1.21), one obtains 
l(P)‘, M’) + (i, w) = 0, VW E V”. 
Integration from t E S to t + h E S yields 
VW), w) = (p(t + h) u(t+ h) - p(t) u(t), w) 
t+h 
=- 
(1.22b’) 
By (1.19), w := w(t) := Du(t) E V,,. Holder and Schwarz’s inequalities yield 
‘+* 4s) 4 w(t)) <(+h II+)ll, ds+ IIw(tNl 
r+h 1/2 < h1i2 vb)ll: ds Ilw(t)ll? 
!+h 
T*(s)ds, w dt<h”‘. T. llPllLzcs,,w, I~w~~~z~~,~~=:~*. (1.22b”) 
Note that d* depends on n. To find an upper bound for d* which is 
independent of n, we have to estimate each of the terms appearing in the 
definition of d*: 
By (1.22a), 
II wll Lzcs,v) G const (independent of n). 
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To get an estimate for (I?, II* we note that by Holder’s and a 
L4(G) - H&(G)-interpolation inequality for v E V, I/VI/ = 1 and n sufficiently 
large (e.g., A + (l/n) < 2A?), 
l”jl L4(G) Ivi,jl L*(G) 
6 c Iii! 1'2 IlUll 1'2 JUJ "2 Ilull "2 
so that by (1.17), (1.22a) 
11~111, 6c IId with c being independent of n. 
Furthermore, for v E V, Ilull = 1, E < 1, and n sufficiently large (s.t. 
F&(l/n)~frA, A+(l/n)<2&), 
IV33 VII G & jG g(P)(D,,(u))‘“-““Dij(u) D&u) dx 
6 const Ilull . Ilull (1.22b”‘) 
Thus lV,ll, G c Il4l. 
Handling the expressions P, and i,, respectively, in a similar manner one 
obtains with a constant c as required in (1.22b), 
lIpill * 6 c(l + Ilull )Y i = 2, 4. 
Therefore llPll* < c( 1 + /lull), c as in (1.22). By (1.20) 
Dp= - j’+hiiV~d~, 
f 
which implies 
((Dp)u, Du) = - j,r+h Ui(Dp),i ds, ~~(Duh) 
((Dp)u, Du) = - (jr+ h z-ii Dp ds, uj,i Duj + ujDqi . 
I > 
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Using the boundedness of p we obtain as in (1.22b”), (1.22b”‘) 
((Dp)u, Du)ds <~h”~ Jl~ll~,z(~,~)$ch~‘~ (1.22b”“) 
(1.22b’)-( 1.22b”“) imply (1.22b). 
To obtain (1.22~) multiply (1.20) by $ := u,. wj (j< n) and add the 
result to (1.21), 
((Pn”n)‘T wj) + (vDik(un)~ Dik(w,)) 
= (PA- 1 *VW,> kz) - (K- PA Wj) - MP,, 4J, w,). 
Now multiply by x E H’(S) with x(T) = 0 and apply Holder’s inequality to 
obtain 
((nun)‘, Xwj) ds 
Qv lI”nIlL2~S.Y)’ IlwjXIlL2(S,Y) 
+ (fi+ 1) joT IU~IL.~(G) IunIL4cc) IV(~3jx)lL2~G) ds 
+~~+~~~~~~~T~~+l/~~l12+ll~~~l12~~~ 
0 
+C s T (I+ Ilfll’, + llK:(~n, ~n)llf+c  llwjAl*)d~. 0 
In view of the estimates (1.22a) and (1.10) this provides (1.22~). 
To see (1.22d) we observe that by (1.20) 
(Pi27 ti)=(P,fin-l,W), V’II/ E H’(G). 
This and estimate (1.19) for pn and (1.22a) yield (1.22d). 
Equation (1.22e) results already from the continuity equation in its weak 
form (1.8). For proofs, cf. [l, 31, for the special situation as in (1.20) (p, 
and U,-1, resp., are smooth), cf. the Appendix. 
Equation (1.22f) follows immediately from (1.19) and (1.22a). 
Passage to the Limit n + cc 
Let u := C;= 1 aiwiE V, and remember that u,(t) = C;=, h,(t) wi. Now 
multiply the equation in (1.21) by aj- h,,(t) and sum over n to obtain after 
integration over the interval S 
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s *tP nU;, u-uJds+ T(p”Un-IAh,,, u-u,)ds 0 I 0 
+ oT (WP,, s s T ii,-,)-p,,J v-uu,)ds+ j,(~m 0) ds 0 
Now arguing as in (1.9) we arrive at 
J T (PA,? 
T 
-v’) ds- 
is p,,i&- ,iunjvi,j dx ds 0 0 G 
+ joTjAPm 0) ds- (P,(T) U,(T), u(T)) 
(1.23) 
+ j*.i,h u,) ds 
0 
+ o (VDik(Un), D;/c(un)) ds s 
+ (PonUon, v(O)) - ;(POnUOnr on)+t(Pn(T) %in U,(n). 
Remember that the sequence p,, u,, U, was in (1.17)-(1.21) constructed 
for fixed E > 0. Therefore, a more precise notion is pi, u;, U; to indicate the 
dependence on E. Choosing E := lfm one obtains for each m E N the 
sequence pAI”, u!/m, n z?‘/~. Consider the diagonal sequence p!,‘“, u!,‘“, 1.8”. This 
sequence satisfies identity (1.23) (for E= l/n) and the estimates” (1.19), 
(1.22) which do not depend on E. Now drop the double index and write 
instead of p!,l”, u,I,l”, I?!,~” only p,,, u,, ii,. 
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Weak and weak-star compactness, respectively, and (1.22) imply the con- 
vergence of (sub-) sequences (we drop the subsequence notation) such that 
U” - l4 in L*(S, V) n B1’2,2(S, f-Z), 
u, *- u in L”(S, H), 
(1.24a) 
Pn *- P in L”(QT), PL - P' in L*(S, H’(G)*). (1.24b) 
Moreover, we have 
LEMMA 3. 
(i) pn+p in L4(QT)for all qe [l, cc) (1.24~) 
(ii) u,-+u in Lp(S,Lq(G)*) with (l/P)-(l/q)>&p,q>l. (1.24d) 
Proof. To see (i) note that by (1.22e), (1.18) 
(1.24’) 
By (1.18) it is obvious that for t E S, 
IPn(t)lL*,G,= IPOnlLwi) + lPcllLr(Gp (1.24”) 
(1.20), (1.24a), (1.24b) immediately ield that p and u satisfy the continuity 
equation in its weak form (1.8). Therefore we have even 
p E C( [0, T]; L”(G)) for any q E [ 1, m) (these results are mentioned in [2], 
proved in the book in [l], cf. also [3]). Therefore p(0) = po. (We remark 
that something like this could also be proved by means of (1.24b) which 
implies pointwise convergence and continuity in H’(G)*). This and 
(1.24c’), (1.24~“) imply (P~I~~,~,+ IPI~~,~, for qc [l, a). Equation (1.24b) 
yields 
P" - P in L4(QT) for qe [l, a)). 
Thus p,, -+ p in L4(QT), which is assertion (i) of the lemma. 
(ii) follows from a slightly more general result in [ 13, 161, respectively. 
The corresponding three-dimensional case is considered in [ 1, 21. In the 
Appendix we give a short proof for N= 2. The lemma is proved. 
Consider (1.23): By (1.17) we see that the sequence U, converges in the 
same way as U, and that is has the same limit U. 
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The continuity of Ki and (1,24c), (1.24d) in connection with the uniform 
boundedness of the sequence P,, imply 
Ki(Pn, un) + Ki(P7 u, in L2(Qr). i=l,..., N. 
Moreover, p, f --f pf in L2(QT). Therefore 
i 
T (K(P,, UJ-p,f, v--u,)ds+ J T(N~, u)-pf, v-u)ds. *o 0 
Similarly for v E L*(S, V), 
T 
JJ 
T p,,ti,_ 1;unjui.j dx ds + JJ puiuiv;.j dX dS. 0 G 0 G 
Now consider the terms containing initial and final values, respectively, 
i.e., p,(t), u,(t), tE (0, T}. 
We prove 
LEMMA 4. 
0) 4 E C(S, f0 lI~,/I L2(s.y)n C(S,H) G const 
The const does not depend on n. 
(ii) IPAA Lz(s,L2(~)2) Q const. (const as in (i)) 
(iii) p,(t) u,(t) - p(t) u(t) in L2(G)*, t E (0, T} 
(iv) mu,(t) - ,h?? u(t) in L2(G)*, t E (0, T) 
(v) lim inf,, o. (P,(T) u,(T), u,(T))2 (P(T) U(T), u(T)) 
Proof: Remember that E = l/n. U, is the solution of (1.19), which is-via 
(1.21 t determined by solving a system of ordinary differential equations. 
This system has a continuous solution, therefore U, E C(S, H). Thus, 
(1.22a) is equivalent to the estimate in (i). 
(ii) follows from (1.22f). 
(i) implies Jp,(t) u,(t)(L2cGj2 6 c for t E (0, t}. 
By weak compactness, 
P,(t) u,(t) -41 in L’(G) for q, E L’(G), t E (0, T}. 
We want to show that q1 = p(t) u(t): 
(ii) and (1.22~) imply for W := (L’(G)*, ~YI’(G)*)~,~ (“(W,, W2),,2” 
denotes the interpolation space for the parameter $ obtained from the B- 
spaces W, , W, by the complex method-cf. [ 12, 191) 
PU E C(S, W) (cf. [19, Chap. 1 I). 
505/60/Z-9 
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It is W=H-“2(G)2 (cf. [12, 19]), therefore ~uEC(S, H-“2(G)2) (cf. [19, 
Chap. 11) and by (ii) and (1.22~) 
P,(t) u,(t) - P(f) u(t) in H- 1’2(G)2 for t E S 
(cf. [ 19)). Hence qr = p(t) u(t) and (iii) is proved. 
By the uniform boundedness of P,, there are m, E L2(G) s.t. 
p,(t) - 4 in L’(G), t E (0, T). 
By (1.24b) p E C(S, I-- ‘j’(G)) and 
P,(t) - P(f) in H- l”(G) 
(cf. [19]), hence m,= p(t). Because of (1.22e) and pO,, -+ p. in 
L”(G) 4 L2(G) one has 
P,(t) + p(t) in L2(G). 
With 
it follows that for v E L”(G), 
( 
- f4 A?(t) u,(t) 
& 
- 
&v~p(t)u(f) . ) 
Since the pn are uniformly bounded this holds also for v E L2(G) and (iv) is 
proved. 
(v) results from (iv), the weak lower semi-continuity of the norm (in 
L2(G)2) and the simple observation that 
Lemma 4 is proven. 
Finally we consider the j term on the right-hand side of (1.23). We have 
LEMMA 5. 
lim inf jTil,Apm u,) dojo%, u) ds. n-m 0 
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Proof (Modification of the proof in Duvaut-Lions [lo, Chap. 61, there 
g = const > 0). By Holder’s inequality 
Thus 
-& T 
> (J 
l+& 
g(pn) dx ds Ap,, u,) ds . (1.25) 
0 
We repeat that E = l/n. The strong convergence of P,, in L2(QT), the 
L”(QT)-boundedness of P,, and a Nemyzki-type argument based on the 
continuity of g(.) imply the convergence of the first integral on the right- 
hand side as E = l/n + 0. Therefore 
1 T (J J 
--E 
2’(1+&) 0 G 
g(p,)dx~ + 1 as E= l/n-+0 
and 
T 
lim inf J j,(p,, u,) ds > lim inf n-+m 0 s 
T 
Ap,, u,) ds. n-m 0 
(1.26) 
We show 
T T 
lim inf I Ap,, u,) ds 2 I AP, u) ds. n-oo 0 0 
Consider the functional J: L2(QT)Nz + R defined by 
J(o) := joT jG (uiivii)“* dx ds. 
(1.27) 
J is convex, continuous, hence it is weakly lower-continuous. Set 
$j := g(p,) Do, vii := g(p) D&u), v, := (u$), u := (0,). By (1.24a), 
(1.24c), the continuity of g(.) and the boundedness of p,, it follows that 
0,-V in L*(QT)**. 
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This implies (1.27). Inequalities (1.27) and (1.26) imply the assertion of 
Lemma 5. 
Now take lim inf, _ oc on both sides of (1.23): 
By the preceding remarks we see that each single term on the left-hand 
side converges to the corresponding term involving only the limits u and p, 
respectively. 
The first integral on the right-hand side is greater than zero, lim inf of 
the second one has just been estimated from below (Lemma 5) by the 
weak convergence u,-u in L’(S, V) we haveD,(u,)--D,(u) in L2(Q,) 
and therefore by weak semi-lower continuity 
For the last term we refer to Lemma 4(v), the remaining two expressions 
are strongly converging to 
(POUO> 40)) - i(POUO? uo) (cf. (1.17), (1. 
The limit equation for u and p thus obtained is exactly 
see that u and p satisfy (1.8). 
18)). 
(1.9). It is easy to 
2. REMARKS 
(1) Let g,, go E C(R), g, --f g, uniformly on compact subsets of R as 
r~co,O~g,(s),go(s)~1fors~O,r~N.Theestimatesin(1.19),(1.22)do 
not depend on a positive lower bound of g. As in the passage to the limit 
n + co in the proof of the existence theorem is it possible to show that the 
solution corresponding to g := g, converge to a solution of (1.7)-( 1.9) 
which corresponds to g := go. 
(2) (Uniqueness) Under relatively strong additional regularity 
assumptions (which to verify we have not been able) the solution obtained 
in the existence theorem is uniquely determined. More precisely, assume 
the solution( -s) {p, u} satisfy (l.l), (1.7), (1.9’) (which is already a 
regularity assumption!) and 
ZQU~,~E L2(S, L4(G)), u; E L*(S, L4(G)), 
P,~EL~(QT), u E C( S, H) for i, j = 1,2. 
(2.1) 
Moreover, suppose g to be locally Lipschitz-continuous, i.e. 
there is a function CUE C(R x R; R) such that Vr,, r2 E R, 
Ig(r,)-g(r2)l bc,(r,, r2). lrl -r2l (2.2) 
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and Ki, f such that 
vr,, r2 E R, ul, u2~R2, i= 1, 2, 
I~j(r1,~,)-~j(r2,~2)l~c~(rI~r2){lr,-r2l+l~,-~2l}, (2.3) 
with C,E C(R x R; R), f E L2(S, L4(G)2) 
Proof of the uniqueness. Let {p,, u,}, i= 1, 2, be two possible solutions 
of (l.l), (1.7), (1.9’) satisfying (2.1) and set for abbreviation w :=u, -u2, 
r :=p, -p2. Subtract Eq. (1.1) for {p2, u2} from that for (p,, u,}, multiply 
the difference quation thus obtained by r and integrate over G. Thus 
Because of div u2 = 0 we have (u?. Vr, r) = 0 (integration by parts), which 
implies 
2 Ir(t)12= -2(w.Vp,, r). 
By Holder’s and by Young’s inequalities 
with c = const. 
Choosing v :=u,(l) in Eq. (1.9’) for (pi, u,} and u :=u,(t) (YES) in 
Eq. (1.9’) for {p2, u2} and adding the inequalities thus obtained one arrives 
at 
(Pld? -w) - b24, -w)-v(Djk(bv), Dik(w)) + (PIuI ‘VU,, -W) 
+(p2u2Vu2,W)f(K(pIrul)-K(p2,~2), -w)+(rf,w) 
+a,, u2)-API, u,)+APz, u,)-AP2, u2) 
2 0. (2.5) 
It is 
(PI49 --w) - b24, -w)= -(pIw’, w)+(ru;, -w) (2.5a) 
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and 
(Pl UlVU2, -WI + (P2UzV%, w) 
= -(P2%VY WI-(p,w*Vu,, w)-(wVu1, w), 
APl, %I-APlY u,)+i(Pz, %I-AP2, %)-AP*,$) 
= (dP1) - dPd> @Mw* - vhlh(~lw2). 
By (1.1): p’, = -u1 .Vp,. Therefore 
(2Sb) 
(2.5~) 
(Plw’,w)=;-$ IKP,)1~2w12-~(P;w, w) 
=;f I(P,)1~2w12+;(u, .vp1w), 
and by (2.5a), 
(P 14 3 -w)- (P24, -w) 
=~~l(pl)‘“w12+~(u1.vpIw’ w)-(n4,vu~, w). (2.5d) 
By re-arranging (2.5) and observing (2.5b-d) one obtains 
;; lh)“2w12 + @ik(W), D&(W)) 
< (I#;, -w) + (p2+Vw, w) + (p*wVu,, w) + (ru,Vu,, w) 
+ (g(h) dPl), (w%H1’2- vM4)1’2) 
+ um2, u2) - ml> Ul), w) + k. -w). (2.6) 
By Korn’s inequality there is a cO = c,(G, y) = const. such that 
(VDik(W)9 Dik(w)) 2 cO Ilwl12. (2.6a) 
By Halder’s inequality, the interpolation inequality 
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and by Young’s inequality we have 
I(47 - w) + (pzu,h w) + (pzwVu*, w) + (ru,Vu, 9 w)l 
G If-1 . I~IP(G)~M +fiI~*lL4~c)2II~II~ IWlL4CC,2 
+Mllulll. lWlt4(~++ IUIVUIIL~~G~I~ ’ IWIL~CG~ 
~(d4ml12+c(I~;I + lG44,1L4(G)N~12 
+C(ld12+ I%l4Lq~p+ llU~ll*+ I~IVUII~~~G+) lw12 (2.6a) 
with c = const, 
I(dP2)- dPl), (~,,(~2)“2-(~11(~1)1’2)1 
Q c,q Id PIAU2) - D,Au,)l 
~(d4Nl~l12+c(Il~,l12+ Il~A12)l~12. (2.6b) 
By the boundedness of p1 and p2, respectively, and by (2.3) 
IW(P2. U2)-WP,, u,), w)l Gc(lrI + Iwl)lwl 
~cc(lrl’+ Iw12), 
(2.6~) 
and 
I(ti WI g Id. I&.4~G~ML4v.3~ 
6 Id bv2 llwl11’2 IflL4(G)2 
~(C,4)llwl12+Clfl~4~~~2(l~12+ b’l’). 
(2.1), (1.7) imply 
(2.6d) 
41) :=4I4I + lU’+ l~Zl4L4(C, 2+ 11%112 
+ lUlVU~I~4~~p+ lu1Vu,lt4t~p+ lb2112 
+ lfl~4py + Ifl2L4c~p + IVPIIL~CCP) E L’(S). 
This, (2.4), (2.6), and (2.6a)- (2.6d) result in 
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It is w(0) = 0, r(0) = 0 so that by Gronwall’s inequality 
lhw”2w(~v+ Ir(t)12=0 for t E S. 
By the strict positivity of p i : w(t) = 0, y(t) = 0 for t E S, which completes the 
proof. 
(3) By similar considerations one can show that the solutions 
obtained in the existence theorem depend continuously on the data f, u,, 
and pO, resp. 
(4) (Partial regularity). Let (as before) N = 2, g = const. > 0, consider 
problem (l.l)-( 1.6), (l.lO)-( 1.14) and replace (1.2) by the problem without 
convection, i.e., 
pf+jj=pf;-Ki, i= 1, 2. 
If f EL2(S, w, UCIE K (2.7) 
then there is a solution {p, U} such that VP E [ 1, co), 
ufzL”(S, V)nH’(S, H), ~‘EL”(S, l+‘(G)*). (2.8) 
Proof. Consider the corresponding approximation ( 1.2 1) for ( 1.2’). 
Note that the second term in (1.21) does not occur. It is u;(t) E V,. 
Therefore (1.22) yields for sufficiently large II by choosing u := u;(t) in 
(1.21 h 
Because of (2.7) it is possible to choose the sequence zlon in (1.17) such that 
Uon E vn, uon + u0 in V. Hence by Korn’s inequality jD,,(uo,)l L~cGj < const 
(independent of n). Similarly, j(n,,) < const. (independent of n). So one can 
integrate the last inequality and obtains 
I4 L2cs,H) + l&(~Jl.~~~,, G const (independent of n). 
By Korn’s inequality 
141L~cS,Hj+ Il~nIILx~S.~~~~c~n~t (i dependent of n). (2.9) 
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By weak- and weak-star compactness, respectively, we have 
UEL’“(S, V)nH’(S, H) (cf. (1.24)). 
To see the regularity of p’ as stated in (2.8) multiply the approximation 
(1.20) for the continuity equation by u E IVp’(G), p’ = p/( p - 1 ), p, given 
as in (2.8). Then by Holder’s inequality 
lb,,, VII = I(-c~VP~, tl)l= I(k-l~nr div ~11 
G2k I&- IIU(G) II4 W’.P’(G)‘. 
With the imbedding VCL~(G)~, (1.17) (2.9) one has 
Ilddt)ll L”(S.W’.P(G)*) d 2a Iti,,- IIL’,S.L~(G)‘, 
6 c IIu,II LrcS,Y, <amt. 
By weak-star compactness p’ E L”(S, WISP(G)*). This completes the proof 
of (2.8). 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 2( 1.22e). Set Z(t) := I~~(t)l;~(~). By differentiating one 
obtains 
so that by (1.20) (d/dt)Z(t)= -qfcpn(t,x)UnP,(t, x).Vp,Jt,x)dx= 
4 jG k&(6 x)Vp,(r, x) ’ &- I(& -x) k which implies (d/dt) Z(t) = 0, i.e., 
z(f) = I(O) = bO,&G)~ Working with only “weak” solutions as in 
(1.7)-(1.10) is a little more technical and is carried out in [ 11. 
Proof of Lemma 3(ii). We have (1.24a). Extend U, and U, respectively, 
by zero outside QT and denote the corresponding extensions by 11, and ~1, 
respectively. First, we show (for a subsequence) 
U” -+ 24 in L’(S, L2(G)2). (Al) 
L2(QT) is isometric and isomorphic to L’(S, L2(G)2), so that is sufficient 
for (Al) to prove the following two properties of the sequence v, (com- 
pactness criterion for L2( &)‘): 
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(1) Vs>O 36>0 s.t. Vh=(h,,h,)~R*xR with lh(<6 
111,(x +h,, t + h,) - u,(x, t)l* dx dt < E. (AZ) 
(2) Vs > 0 there is a compact set Q’ c R3 s.t. 
s 111,(x, t)l* dx dt < E. R’-Q’ 
The boundedness of U, in W***(S, H) implies 
(A3) 
is Iu,(x, t + h,) - u,(x, t)l* dx dr < const . h:/* (A4) R G 
(const. independent of n, h,>O). By the characterization of the 
HA(G) -norm by means of difference quotients (cf. [ 11, 173) 
Therefore 
SI R R2 
Iu,(x + h,, t -t h,) - u,(x, t)l* dx dt 
G 2ch:‘* + 2 II~,ll2,2~s,v~ IhA*. 
This in connection with the a priori bound (1.22a) implies (A2). Denote by 
[L*(G), HA(G)& the interpolation space with respect to the parameter 
6’ E [0, 1 ] obtained from L*(G) and HA(G) by the complex method 
(cf. [ 121). It is [L*(G), H;(G)], = Hi(G) and therefore there is a constant 
c = c(G, N, 6) s.t. 
lIWh,$(G)~C Iwl&& IIWll:;(G)? VW E H;(G) (A5) 
(cf. [ll, 121). Setting q := 2/( l-e), one has Ht (G) 4 LY(G) 
(cf. [ll, 121) which, by (1.22a), implies with w := u,, W) 
b&QT)2 < c bnIL”(S,H) bnI/ L2(S,V) 6 const 
Therefore it follows for Q’ c R x R*, 
l~,l~~~R~-p~= Iu I~L~~Q~-Q,, Gconst.~‘(Q,-Q’) 
(p3-Lebesgue-measure in R3). This proves (2) and (A2) is verified. 
To show (1.24d) we use (A5), (A6) and set d :=p0/2. By (A6) and the 
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restrictions imposed on p, q we have de (0, l), so that r :=r-l> 1, 
r’ := T/(T - 1) > 1, p( 1 - 0) = 2pq- ’ and with a constant c = c(G, N, 8, p, q), 
l/r’ 
P(I -ok’ ds II4I(ILW,Y, 
gc Iwp~‘,,~,“‘~‘-” lw12/i L (S.H) IIwlld,qs,Y)~ 
Setting w := u,- u one obtains Lemma 3(ii) from (Al) and Lem- 
ma 2( 1.22a). 
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